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Abstract-This paper presents the research activities aimed at
developing a flexible and low-cost measurement system for the
determination of aviation-related pollutant concentrations in
the vicinity of airports and other dense air traffic contexts. The
proposed bistatic Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR)
system consists of two non-collocated components. The source
component consists of a tuneable laser emitter, which can
either be installed on a Remotely Piloted Aircraft System
(RPAS) or operated from fixed and movable surface
installations. The sensor component is constituted by a target
surface calibrated for reflectance and a rail-mounted visible or
infrared camera calibrated for radiance. The system performs
Differential Absorption LIDAR (DIAL) measurements. The
relevant opportunities and challenges, and the viability of the
system in the intended operational environments are discussed.
Numerical simulation results show promising performances in
term of error expected error budget even in degraded
meteorological conditions, which are comparable to the more
complex and relatively costly monostatic LIDAR techniques
currently available.
Keywords-Aircraft Emissions, Differential Absorption,
LIDAR, Pollutant Measurement, Sustainable Aviation

I. INTRODUCTION
The steady growth of air transport at the global scale in the
last decades has prompted social, political and scientific
reactions to address its largely unsustainable evolution.
Although aviation is currently producing less than 3% of the
overall man-made CO2 emissions, the global community is
working to reduce the relative level of emissions as growth in
air transport is forecast to increase such emissions by 50% over
current levels by 2050 [1]. Major research and development
programmes were therefore launched, including Clean Sky,
NextGen, SESAR, Greener by Design, Environmentally
Responsible Aviation, and are now delivering their preliminary
outcomes to the industry and to the political decision-makers.
The R&D activities are focusing on several concepts and
technologies to reduce environmental impacts of flight
operations, as well as in manufacturing, logistics, assembly,
and disposal chains. Fossil fuels are particularly addressed
since at present they represent by far the largest energy source
for aircraft propulsion. The combustion of fossil fuels

originates a number of noxious compounds as well as
greenhouse gases, of which carbon dioxide (CO2) is the
principal representative, being the largest component of
exhaust emissions. As a reference, each ton of typical Jet-A1
fuel can develop up to 3.15 tons of CO2 and therefore the
impact of each single commercial flight, consuming several
tons of fuel, is substantial. The legislation currently in place for
noise pollution control and charging is gradually being
extended to CO2 and it is envisaged that will similarly involve
other polluting gases as well in the future. Therefore, high air
traffic density areas will likely be monitored in terms of
pollutant emissions. Ignoring dedicated test-bench installations,
the currently adopted measurement strategies for aircraft
pollutant emission figures are based on the following
techniques [2]:
 In-situ sampling by air quality stations: they are located in
the vicinity of larger airports and are the main source for
their average pollution figures. Their measurement is
substantially affected by the aerodynamic advection and
diffusion of pollutants and is therefore noticeably averaged
in time and space. Additionally, all pollutant emissions
from man-made and biogenic activities in the surroundings
of the air quality station are detected and cumulatively
participate to the measure. For all these reasons these
measurements are natively incapable of discerning a single
aircraft, let alone a particular phase of its flight.
 Indirect estimation exploiting on-board thermomechanical
sensors: they are installed within the aircraft engines and
more generally on board aircraft, allowing an indirect
estimation of pollutant emissions based on certain models
and assumptions. Most commonly installed sensors are
typically measuring Fuel Flow (FF), Turbine Entry
Temperature (TET), Exhaust Gas Temperature (EGT),
Engine Pressure Ratio (EPR), engine rotation speed (N1,
N2, NF...) and acoustic vibrations. The indirect estimation
of pollutant emissions is analytically or heuristically
derived from these thermodynamic and mechanical
measurements, and is based on nominal conditions.
Significantly off-design or degraded conditions of engine,
fuel chemical composition, fuel transport or fuel storage
conditions may violate key assumptions and hence affect
the validity of such indirect measurements.
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 Remote sensing by satellites, aircraft and balloons: The
most widely used techniques for remote atmospheric
sounding are based on absorption spectroscopy performed
by passive electro-optic systems and on differential
absorption measurements performed by LIDAR. A
number of airborne and spaceborne laser systems have
been adopted for large-scale CO2 column density
measurement campaigns [3-8]. Remote sensing from
satellites and conventional aircraft are nonetheless affected
by substantial costs and a rather limited flexibility in terms
of space and time patterns and resolutions of the measures.
Current research activities are addressing new sensor
technologies and measurement techniques for the
determination of aviation pollutant concentrations. The new
systems should feature either: greater operational flexibility,
better sensitivity, accuracy, precision, reliability, greater
spectral/ spatial/ temporal resolutions, and reduced weight/
volume/ costs. The research community is interested, in
particular, in the spatial and temporal variations of
macroscopic observables, and on the microphysical and
chemical properties of atmospheric constituents and pollutants,
including molecular, aerosol and particulate species [9-11]. An
accurate measurement of CO2 concentration variations in space
and time related to aircraft operations is particularly important.
The advent of powerful LIDAR systems with low weight and
packaged in relatively small casings, makes them ideally suited
for measuring the column densities of various important
molecular species, including carbon oxides (COX), nitrogen
oxides (NOX), sulphur dioxides (SOX), O2 and ozone (O3), both
locally and over extended geographic areas [12, 13]. The NearInfrared (NIR) region of the atmospheric propagation spectrum
is dominated by molecular absorption from H2O, CO and CO2.
A comparison with recorded spectra enables the identification
of relatively strong and isolated CO and CO2 transitions for
unambiguous species detection [14]. These transitions have
formed the basis of NIR sensors for measurements of CO and
CO2 mole fractions in exhaust gases using extraction-sampling
techniques and for non-intrusive measurements of CO2 in hightemperature combustion environments. Based on the
demonstrated potential of Differential Absorption LIDAR
(DIAL) [15-17], new airborne DIAL systems will greatly
benefit from the technological advances in tuneable, compact
and low-cost laser emitters enabling further portions of the
spectrum to be exploited for multi-species pollutant
concentration measurements.

II.

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

The bistatic measurement system was conceptually
presented in [2, 18], based on previous research [8, 10, 11, 1922]. As depicted in Fig. 1, the proposed system consists of a
LIDAR emitter installed on a Remotely Piloted Aircraft
System (RPAS) or on fixed/movable surface installations, and
a sensor component.

Figure 1. Representation of the bistatic DIAL system (not to scale)

The sensor component consists of a target surface featuring
high and diffused reflectance and exhibiting Lambertian
behaviour, such as Spectralon™, and a visible/infrared camera
mounted on a rail. The RPAS platform flies pre-determined
trajectories based on the required space and time frames of the
measurement. Fig. 2 depicts the payload bay of a recent variant
of the AEROSONDE RPAS, which will serve as the initial
reference for the system components design.

Figure 2. Payload bay of a recent variant of the AEROSONDE RPAS

In [2] we introduced the key features of the measuring
system and discussed the rationale supporting its development.
A calibration technique was also introduced, employing a
second ground-based LIDAR emitter and electro-optics photodetectors. This paper reviews and updates our research results
with an identification of operational and technical requirements
for a first experimental prototype system to be employed on a
suitable RPAS platform. The proposed system is based on the
DIAL technique. The laser source emits beams at two
predefined wavelengths. The first wavelength (
) is selected
in correspondence of a major vibrational band of the targeted
pollutant molecule (on-absorption line), clear from the
transition/vibration spectrum of other atmospheric components.
The second wavelength (
) is selected in proximity of the
first, but outside the vibrational band (off-absorption line) of
the targeted pollutant species, so that the difference in cross(
)
sections,
(
) is maximised. A number of
databases and atmospheric Radiative Transfer Model (RTM)
codes are available and allow an accurate estimation of the
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propagation spectrum for identifying the optimal combination
of DIAL wavelengths based on the mentioned criteria. The
functional block diagram of the bistatic DIAL measurement
system is represented in Fig. 3.

where Q is the beam quality factor, ao is the beam 1/e
radius, 〈 〉 is the variance of the single axis jitter angle that is
assumed to be equal to 〈 〉, and
is the refractive index
structure constant. An empirical model for the blooming factor
b(z), which is the ratio of the bloomed to unbloomed
peak irradiance, is:
( )

(5)

( )

N is the thermal distortion parameter, calculated as:
( )

[ ∫

]

∫

( )

(6)

where vo is the uniform wind velocity in the weak
attenuation limit (z << 1),
, do , and cp are, respectively, the
coefficients of index change with respect to temperature,
density, and specific heat at constant pressure. The
transmittance coefficient τ depends on the integral effect of
absorption and scattering phenomena, both for molecular and
aerosol species, on the entire beam length. The expression of
Beer’s law highlighting such dependences can therefore be
written as:
(
Figure 3. Functional block diagram of the bistatic DIAL measurement
system

III.

ATMOSPHERIC LASER BEAM PROPAGATION

The propagation of laser radiation in atmosphere is affected
by a number of linear and nonlinear effects. In [18] we
described the following expression for the peak irradiance IP,
accounting for absorption, scattering, diffraction, jitter,
atmospheric turbulence and thermal blooming effects assuming
a Gaussian profile of the laser beam at the source and an
average focused irradiance [23, 24]:
(

( ) (

)

(

(

)

) ( )
( )

(

))

(1)

where z is the linear coordinate along the beam, λ is the
wavelength, ( ) is the transmitted laser power, b is the
blooming factor, ( ) is the transmittance coefficient, which
accounts for absorption and scattering associated with all
molecular and aerosol species present in the path. The 1/e
beam radiuses associated with diffraction, ( ) , beam
jitter, ( ), and turbulence, ( ), can be calculated as [11,
23]:
(
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Where α are the absorption coefficients and β are the
scattering coefficients, the subscripts m and a refer respectively
to molecular and aerosol contributions. When referring to the
integral absorption and scattering due to specific molecular
species, it is more appropriate to express the transmittance with
the following model:
(

)

(

∫

)

∫ ∑[

( )

( )]

(8)

where:
( )

= cross-section of the ith species

= molecular volume density of the ith species
From Eq. 8, the fraction between the measured incident
laser energy associated with the on-absorption line of pollutant
species P and the one associated with the off-absorption line,
can be expressed as [2]:
(
(
[

)
〈

∫ [

)

(

)

)
)
(

( )

)] ∫

(2)

(9)

(3)

where D is the total beam length. The total pollutant
column density
, which is the integral of the molecular
volume density on the entire beam, is therefore:

(4)

∫

( )
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The average molecular volume concentration of the
pollutant on the path, ̃ , is therefore:
(

̃

)

(11)

As evident from Eq. 9 to 11, the bistatic DIAL
measurement system neglects most of the parasite phenomena
such as atmospheric visibility, particulate, rain and other
precipitations, which would have elsewhere introduced a
number of additional uncertainties in the system. The parasite
effects, in fact, are assumed to equally affect the off-absorption
and the on-absorption transmittances. For the specific carbon
dioxide (CO2) measurement system implementation, a
successfully adopted on-absorption wavelength is the centreline of R-branch at
[3-7, 25, 26], in the
Near-InfraRed (NIR). The SO2 exhibits prominent spectral
resonance in the Ultra-Violet (UV) range, and, in particular, in
the region of 280 to 310nm, although infrared spectral features
are also known, and in particular between 3970 and 4030 nm.

IV.

( )

̂

(

∫

)

( )

(12)

)

(13)

( (

( ̂

̂

( ) represent the optical data,
where ( )
is the
atmospheric kernel function (containing information on particle
size, refractive index etc.) and ( ) is the particle size
distribution. The numerical solution of these equations leads to
the so called ill-posed inverse problem. Such problems are
characterised by a strong sensitivity of the solution space
toward uncertainties of the input data, the non-uniqueness of
the solution space, and the incompleteness of the solution
space. In fact, the solution space may still be correct in a
mathematical sense, but might not necessarily reflect the
physical conditions. As the problem cannot be entirely defined
by the measurements, a priori knowledge of the state vector is
required in order to determine the most probable solution, with
a probabilistic Bayesian approach. Let y be the measurement
vector containing the measured radiances, and x be the
concentration of a given constituent, then the general remote
sensing equation can be written as follows [13]:
(

( ̂)

)

̂)

(14)

where ̂ is an estimate of the non-retrieved parameters ,
and is the inverse transfer function. This a priori information
consists of an a priori state vector
and its covariance matrix
, which may be provided by model simulations. Therefore,
the inverse problem can be rewritten as follows:

PARTICLE RETRIEVAL

The retrieval of aerosol concentrations was originally
examined in [10]. As per eq. 7, both molecular and aerosol
concentrations in the transmission medium (i.e. the
atmosphere) introduce absorption and scattering phenomena
that affect the laser beam propagation. Therefore, the
atmospheric transmittance measurement data accumulated in a
certain time period using passive imaging systems enable the
retrieval of aerosol concentrations as well. The difficulty in
developing inversion algorithms lies in the fact that the input
optical data are related to the investigated microphysical
parameters through nonlinear integral equations of the first
kind (Fredholm equations), which cannot be solved
analytically. The generalised form of the Fredholm equation
for atmospheric data retrieval is:
( )

where represents the forward transfer function,
the
other parameters affecting the measurement, and
the
measurement noise. In the case of instruments measuring laser
radiance, the vector includes the target surface reflectance
and radiance features (BRDF, reflectivity, emissivity and
temperature), the variables describing the atmospheric state
(vertical turbulence profile, temperature, water vapour and
other atmospheric constituents, clouds, aerosols, etc.), and
some characteristics of the measurement instruments (spectral
response functions and resolution). The inverse problem
consists in retrieving ̂, an estimate of the true state , from the
measurement , and can be expressed as:

)

(15)

Various inversion techniques were proposed. One of the
most popular approaches is the inversion with regularisation,
offering the advantage of reducing oscillations in the solution
that are frequently experienced in data retrieved from electrooptical measurements [9, 23]. This approach consists in
introducing constraints, such as derivative analysis
(smoothness) of the particle size distribution functions, positive
sign of the functions and maximum variations over time. The
comprehensive inversion algorithm with regularisation is
depicted in Fig. 4.
BASE
FUNCTIONS

OPTICAL
DATA

EIGENVALUE
PROBLEM

KERNEL
FUNCTIONS

REGULARISATION

COMPARISON

OUTPUT

Figure 4. Block diagram of particle retrieval algorithm [10].

Using appropriate kernel/base functions, this algorithm can
deliver parameters such as effective (average) particle radius,
particle size distribution, total surface-area concentration, total
number/volume concentrations, real and imaginary parts of the
refractive index, single scattering albedo, etc. The base
functions are Gaussian fits of the existing particle
concentration data and are used to reconstruct the investigated
particle size distributions. The kernel functions describe the
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interaction of laser radiation with the atmosphere and contain
information about the atmospheric transmittance, including
scattering and absorption processes.

experimentally determined for NIR lasers depending on the
grazing angles [11].

VI.
V.

MODEL-BASED APPROACH

The photo-camera calibration is an experimental procedure
that allows determination of the Integrated Radiance Response
Function (AIRF) [11, 21]. A highly selective filter (i.e.,
response centred on the laser wavelength) is used in
conjunction with the photo-camera to detect the laser spot
energy on the target and to generate a Pixel Intensity Matrix
(PIM) in a high resolution greyscale format. The calibration
setup is shown in Fig. 5.

Analytical expressions of the transmittances were
developed for all the atmospheric windows in the infrared
spectrum considering the parasite effects of atmospheric
visibility, precipitation and fog [11]. By means of analytical
inversion of the transmittance models, and thanks to an
accurate sensing of local atmospheric conditions, it is also
possible to determine the pollutant concentration without
employing differential absorption measurements, by measuring
the difference between the actually detected incident energy on
the on-absorption line alone, and the model-based prediction
for the off-absorption line. Although this technique simplifies
the system architecture and potentially enable the adoption of
less expensive non-tuneable laser emitters, the resulting error is
heavily dependent on the quality and confidence of the
measure of all parasite factors such as atmospheric visibility,
temperature, pressure, humidity and precipitation. The
theoretical model is based on comparison with the available
extinction models for the ith atmospheric window [24]. By
introducing the total condensed water along the laser beam
path, w, the meteorological visibility, V, and the rainfall rate
,the empirically derived atmospheric transmittance values
(off-absorption) for the 4th atmospheric window are
summarised in Table 1 [24], where
are correction factors
experimentally determined as in [11]. The expressions of Table
1 are valid at mean sea level only. In order to extend the
validity of the models, the dependency on altitude Above
Mean Sea Level (AMSL) shall be introduced. A number of
empirical relationships for the altitude correction have been
TABLE I.

LABORATORY CALIBRATION

3
4

5

6
1) Photo-camera

2) PC data acquisition setup

1

3) Laser emitter
4) TX optics

2

5) Beam steering optics
6) Integrating sphere

Photo-camera with PC
and data acquisition SW

Figure 5. Layout of the photo-camera calibration.

EMPIRICAL EXPRESSIONS FOR THE ATMOSPHERIC OFF-ABSORPTION TRANSMITTANCE IN THE 4TH ATMOSPHERIC WINDOW.
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EMPIRICAL MODEL
(
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(
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rain and

The response of a single pixel in terms of Analogue Digital
Unit (ADU) is:
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)
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limits of the photo-camera spectral band filter
detector quantum efficiency
spectral radiance
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optics transmittance
pixel area
read-out electronics gain
optics f-number
= photo-camera integration time

Therefore, the experimental parameters to be controlled
during the calibration procedure are the integration time, the
optics f-number and other settings of the photo-camera (e.g.,
the gain of the read-out electronics which may be selected by
the operator). Fixing these parameters for a certain interval of
integral radiance, it is possible to determine the AIRF of the
camera by using an extended reference source. The function
(calibration curve) so obtained is then used to determine the
values of integral radiance for reconstructing the radiant
intensity map of the target. Some mathematical models were
developed and experimentally validated to calculate the
optimal frame rate of the photo-camera [11]. In particular,
photo-cameras are characterised by acquisition frequencies that
typically are significantly different from the laser operating
PRF. In the bistatic DIAL case, some additional consideration
must be given to the alternated wavelengths of different pulses.
A conceptual representation of the camera acquisition windows
and dark zones in presence of laser pulses of alternating
wavelength (different shades of red) is presented in Fig. 6. The
parameters describing the train of pulses are the pulse duration
(), the pulse period (TP) and the PRF (f). Similarly, the camera
image acquisition process is defined by the frame period (TF)
and the camera acquisition time (TA). Generally TA is inferior to
TF. The difference between TF and TA is the so called camera
‘dark-time’ (Tdark).

To

TF

laser pulse parameters. Since the camera frames are not
synchronised with the laser pulses, considering the camera
acquisition windows sequence as time base (tB), the instant of
arrival of the first laser pulse (reflected from the target) at the
camera (To) can be treated as a random variable. Example
results of a frame rate optimisation analysis, referred to laser
emitters operating at f = 10 Hz and f = 40 kHz are summarised
in Fig. 7, where Perr is the error probability.

0.04
0.035

0.03
f = 40 kHz

0.025

Perr

=
A =
=
=

0.02

0.015

0.01
f = 10 Hz

0.005
0

0

T P/2

TP

T F (sec)

Figure 7. Results of NIR camera frame rate optimisation analysis.

VII. IN-SITU CALIBRATION TECHNIQUE
In order to enable in-situ calibration of the bistatic LIDAR
measurement we introduce a calibration system, represented in
Fig. 8.

dark zone

TA

tB

τ

TP

tL
Figure 8. In-situ calibration layout.

t
Figure 6. Photo-camera acquisition sequence and laser pulses.

Good synchronisation is extremely difficult even at low
PRF and almost impossible as the PRF increases. Therefore a
careful analysis is required in order to determine the optimal
frame rate for the camera acquisition as a function of known

In particular, an additional co-located NIR laser emitter and
detector complex is installed on the ground at known distances
from the first target surface and from an additional target
surface, of equivalent specifications of the first, but without the
NIR camera. The quality of the calibration is directly
associated with the relative distance between the target
surfaces, as evident from the following equations. As a
reference, the assumed relative distances are, in particular,
. The anodic voltage at the receiver, V,
can be expressed as [11]:
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(17)
where:
RL = anodic load (Ω);
RS = detector responsivity (A/W);
PR = power reaching the detector (W);
By adopting two identical targets placed at different slant
ranges, d1 and d2, at the same elevation above mean sea level
(AMSL) at a similar bearing from the emitter/receiver, we can
assume that the extinction coefficienton the off-absorption
spectral line, γOFF, is constant between the two baselines. By
detailing PR, the following expressions can be written for the
anodic voltages at the receiver, for the target surface 1, V1, and
2, V2:
(

)

(18)

(

)

(19)

where:
PB = parameter accounting for the laser emitter power, for
the window efficiencies and for the geometric characteristics of
the beam;

√ (

)

(23)

In the calibration system design, it must be ensured that the
overall uncertainty is an order of magnitude lower than the one
associated with the bistatic LIDAR measurement system. From
eq. 10, neglecting the uncertainty in
, the error on the
pollutant column density measurement
for the calibration
system layout is:
√ [

(

)]

(24)

By introducing the uncertainty in the extinction coefficient
from (16), we finally obtain:
√

(

(

)

)

(25)

This result clearly supports the selection of large relative
distances between the targets, ideally in the range of 1~3 km or
more if available. Similar distances are comparable to the
typical runway lengths at major airports. Therefore, the
calibration system may ideally be collocated parallel and in
proximity of a runway, outside of the Instrument Landing
System (ILS) sensitive areas where applicable.

ρ = target reflectivity.
The derived relation between the two sensed voltages is
therefore:
(

)

(20)

where PO1, 2 is the transmitted laser powers (W).

(

)

(

)

where

]

(21)

, as previously discussed.

The total uncertainty related to the extinction coefficient in
eq. 9 is[11]:

(

)
[(

[(

)
)

(

(

)]
)

]

A preliminary error estimation was presented in [18]. The
uncertainty associated with the measurement of the molecular
volume concentration, derived from eq. 11, is:

̃

The ground-level extinction coefficient relative to both
spectral lines is therefore calculated as:
[

VIII. ERROR ESTIMATION

√(

)

(

)

(

) (26)

For a preliminary estimation, we introduced representative
errors on the first two quadratic terms in eq. 16, specific to the
bistatic DIAL implementation. Errors were introduced on the
distance,
, and on the differential energy measurement,
which is translated into
by means of the Bidirectional
Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF) of the target surface
[11]. Assuming the operational conditions summarised in
Table 2 and injecting source errors detailed in Table 3, the
resulting relative error for the CO2 volume density was
̃
calculated as
= 6.77 % [18]. These preliminary results,
̃

(22)

By employing the same laser emitter for the ground and
airborne systems we may assume constant errors in voltage and
power,
and
. Considering also the distance
several orders of magnitude higher than the extinction
coefficient and rearranging the terms we obtain:

associated with the very low error figures from the monostatic
Integral Path Differential Absorption (IPDA) LIDAR
experimental campaigns [26] and with the estimated
performance of the in-situ calibration technique, contribute to
supporting the validity of the proposed bistatic DIAL
measurement technique for high accuracy sensing of aviationrelated pollutant concentrations. Experimental testing will be
required to further corroborate these preliminary findings.
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TABLE II.

WORST-CASE OPERATIVE CONDITIONS [18].

REFERENCES

Parameter

Value

[1]

Horizontal distance between
the RPAS and the target surface

1000 m

[2]

RPAS Height Above Ground Level
(AGL)

150 m

CO2 volume density

300 ppm
[3]

TABLE III.

ASSUMED SOURCE ERRORS [18].

Source

Magnitude

Affected Term

Error

Discrepancy in the
incident angle
between
(
) and
(
)

5° azimuth
5° elevation

3.04 %

Degraded RPAS
navigation
performance

20 m horizontally
15 m vertically

2.47%

[4]

[5]

[6]

IX.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper reviewed the research activities focussing on the
development of an innovative bistatic LIDAR system for the
measurement of pollutant concentrations. The specific
implementations for carbon dioxide (CO2) and aerosol
measurements were presented. The Differential Absorption
LIDAR (DIAL) technique allows neglecting parasite effects
such as atmospheric visibility, particulate and precipitation,
and contributes to the overall accuracy and reliability of the
proposed technique. The uncertainty analysis for CO2 column
density measurements showed that the proposed technique
produces satisfactory results even in degraded meteorological
conditions, which are comparable to the more complex and
relatively costly monostatic LIDAR techniques currently
available. Current research activities are investigating the
extension of the system to other families of aviation pollutants
such as nitrogen oxides (NOX), sulphur oxides (SOX), and
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) taking advantage of the
recent availability of tuneable laser emitters for multi-species
detection. The research activities will involve laboratory testing
as well as flight testing in various representative conditions. In
particular, the development of the airborne component will
benefit from the concurrent research activities on RPAS-based
LIDAR systems [27-29]. The RPAS will be equipped with
Differential GPS-based Time-and-Space-Position-Information
(TSPI) systems that were developed for augmented navigation
performance of both manned and unmanned aircraft [30, 31] in
combination with integrity augmentation systems [32, 33]. The
experimental flight testing activity will be performed in a
suitably developed laser test range in full compliance with eyesafety requirements [11, 21, 34]. The full potential of the
proposed bistatic DIAL measurement system will be exploited
through its functional integration in the next generation of Air
Traffic Management (ATM) systems [35, 36].
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